Read Alouds of Core Texts

Lessons 1-2  
**Fossils Tell of Long Ago** by Aliki  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdBTqHhIL8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdBTqHhIL8)

Lessons 3-4  
**Digging up Dinosaurs** by Aliki  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sewisHfoUS4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sewisHfoUS4)

Lesson 5  
**Bones, Bones, Dinosaur Bones** by Byron Barton  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKTzn1xEWmU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKTzn1xEWmU)

Lessons 8-9  
**My Visit to the Dinosaurs** by Aliki  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZenEfbGgSo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZenEfbGgSo)

Lesson 10  
**Dinosaurs!** by Gail Gibbons  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLiLD5PrtX4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLiLD5PrtX4)

Lesson 17  
**Dinosaur Roar** by Paul and Henrietta Stickland  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTtQ_qkXpaA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTtQ_qkXpaA)

Lesson 19  
**How Big Were the Dinosaurs?** by Bernard Most  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhRGSVAkXHQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhRGSVAkXHQ)

Lesson 20  
**Whatever Happened to the Dinosaurs?** by Bernard Most  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGlBK4AP20E](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGlBK4AP20E)

Lesson 21  
**If the Dinosaurs Came Back** by Bernard Most  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUmMlgSygcQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUmMlgSygcQ)

Lesson 23  
**Edwina: The Dinosaur Who Doesn't know She Was Extinct** by Mo Willems  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZTA2HAKli4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZTA2HAKli4)